Design is something that is rapidly changing in the industry. We wanted to create a Look Book to help with the designing process. With this book, you will become inspired by stone designs, mosaics, style and much more. Let’s enhance and perfect your work in progress with tips, tricks, and visual designs. We want to help create your dream space; so now let’s get inspired.
ABOUT MARMIRO®
Marmiro Stones® natural stone products have been carefully crafted for over 50 years. Our family owned and operated factories are located next to our six quarries, allowing us to have full quality control during the manufacturing process.

Our team is passionate about bringing your ideas to life in stone; Offering complimentary designs to help you envision your project’s needs both inside and outside the blueprint. We are proud of our reputation as an honest and loyal family owned company.
INTERIOR LINE
Decorating a home or a space is a work in progress. Our Interior Line was created to help reflect pieces of you in your space, and allow your style to connect with you.

This line is the perfect mix between comfort and charm, creating a soft yet luxurious ambiance for your home. Mix matching tiles, mosaics, and accessories to create an elegant yet classic look that will last for centuries. From vision to reality, Marmiro® is ready to turn your dreams into creation.
1. Crema Eda®
2. Crema Eda® Rosa
3. Afyon Cloud®
4. Afyon White Classic
5. Afyon Sugar
6. Deep Blue®
7. Orcca®

* All natural stone shown on this page comes in various sizes and finishes.
8. Azura®
9. Skyline
10. Laguna Beach
11. Lovina
12. Mother of Pearl
13. Malibu Light
14. Malibu Dark

* All natural stone shown on this page comes in various sizes and finishes.
A. Orcca® Splitface
B. Azura® Sandblasted Pavers
A. Afyon White Classic Brushed
B. Thassos & Crema Eda® Mini Herringbone
C. Afyon Cloud® Honed
A. Afyon White Classic Polished Tile
B. Deep Blue® Polished Countertop
A. Petite Lattice with Dark Emperador Dot Mosaic
B. Dark Emperador 5/8” x 5/8” Mosaic
C. Pure White Quartz Countertop
A. Afyon Cloud® Grass Tile
B. Antiqued Silver Beveled Crystal Hexagon Mosaic
C. Chelan Natural Wood Porcelains
D. Bolt Polished Countertop
A. Satin Lantern Metal Mosaic
B. Lovina Polished Tiles
C. Orcca® Brushed Tiles
A. White Beveled Subway Tile
B. Black & White Basketweave Mosaic
C. Water Mill Splitface Ledge-stone
D. Absolute Black Countertop
A. Afyon White Classic
B. Bronze Square Liner
C. Thassos Polished Tile
A. Terra Brushed Tiles
B. Terra 3”-6”-9” Splitface
C. Crema Eda® 4” Splitface
D. Malibu Light Bamboo Mosaic
CHIC LINE
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An elite look at a modest expense. Our chic line grabs inspiration from casual, understated styles that are updated and modern. With monochromatic pieces and sleek, clean, styles, this line embodies elegant, fashionable, and trendy choices for your space.
1. Herma Cold Marble Mosaic
2. Aura Warm Marble Mosaic
3. Demeter Cold Marble Mosaic
4. Hermes Warm Marble Mosaic
5. Zeus Warm Marble Mosaic
6. Ares Cold Marble Mosaic
7. Perseus Cold Marble Mosaic

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors.
8. Metis Warm Marble Mosaic
9. Artemis Cold Marble Mosaic
10. Hera Warm Marble Mosaic
11. Odysseus Cold Marble Mosaic
12. Hermes Cold Marble Mosaic
13. Hestia Warm Marble Mosaic
14. Demeter Cold Marble Mosaic

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors.
BOUTIQUE LINE
Our Boutique Line helps bring out the elegant, fun or dramatic style you’re looking for. These exclusive pieces can be used to turn your everlasting project into a work of art. Give your home that bold statement you’ve been longing for.
A. Donatella Stelier Mosaic

B. Gianni Atelier Mosaic
1. Manhattan Hudson Grande
2. Modernized Lyss Grande
3. Odyssee Bellechase
4. Modernized Serano Grande
5. Odyssee Cirque
6. Atelier Gianni
7. Modernized Serano Petite

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
8. Manhattan Meadow
9. Modernized Adora
10. Manhattan Bark
11. Modernized Mamzel Grande
12. Folio Bombay
13. Odyssee Vendome
14. Atelier Nadja

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
REFLECTIVE LINE
Transform your space into a fabulous runway. Our new Reflective Line incorporates mirrored tiles and the gleam of metal accessories for an unexpected dose of glam. Install these reflective pieces on walls, or add a sheen metallic touch, for the perfect way to enhance your space.

Create a harmonious design by mixing metals pieces together. The small details and tones of these accessories will bring a show-stopping element to your finished look.
A. Blooming Leaf in White Bronze

B. Roman Liner in White Bronze
1. Blooming Leaf Traditional Bronze  
   2.25” x 2.25”

2. Petroglyph White Bronze  
   0.63” x 0.63”

3. Ruffle Traditional Bronze  
   0.63” x 0.63”

4. Sunrise White Bronze  
   1.25” x 1.25”

5. X White Bronze  
   0.63” x 0.63”

6. Water Song Traditional Bronze  
   0.75” x 0.75”

7. Terrace Traditional Bronze  
   2.25” x 2.25”

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
8. Sunrise White Bronze
   2.25” x 2.25”

9. Oh Traditional Bronze
   0.63” x 0.63”

10. Mantra White Bronze
    2.25” x 2.25”

11. Beach Grass Traditional Bronze
    0.75” x 0.75”

12. Terrace Traditional Bronze
    0.63” x 0.63”

13. Blooming Leaf White Bronze
    1.25” x 1.25”

14. Petroglyph White Bronze
    2.25” x 2.25”

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
A. Ice Glass Petal Mosaic

B. Spokane Dune Wood 6”x24” Wooden Porcelains
All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.

1. Arabesque Ice Glass Mosaic
2. Scallop Earth Glass Mosaic
3. Chevron Sand Glass Mosaic
4. Brick Shadow Glass Mosaic
5. Petal Smoke Glass Mosaic
6. Penny Round Glass Mosaic
7. Stacked Skylight Glass Mosaic

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
8. Caleidos Platinum
9. Elecos Kaki
10. Delicatissimum Bec
11. Salasco Green
12. Meandros Black
13. Butterfly
14. Onice Cappuccino

* All mosaics shown on this page come in various colors and sizes.
ANOMA
Celebrate nature’s true forms and take inspiration from the elements around you. With custom crafted designs, Anoma creates its refined natural stone products from India for the global elite. It’s top designs are created using a variety of stone with stunning organic colors, carved out with state-of-the-art technology for intricate details and unique shapes.

Cut to precision, Anoma allows you to design a piece that is a reflection of you, both inside and outside of the home. Use as focal walls to separate rooms, or bring the three dimensional stone outside for an extension of your home.
All Anoma shown on this page comes in various colors and sizes.

1. Dewdrop Crema Limestone
2. Edge Graphite Grey
3. Elm Pristine White
4. Fasetto Graphite Grey
5. Kinetic #1 Crema Limestone
6. Maple Pristine White
7. Raza Graphite Grey

* All Anoma shown on this page comes in various colors and sizes.
8. Sankaku Crema Limestone
9. Xylem Graphite Grey
10. Rokakku Pristine White
11. Maple Graphite Grey

12. Edge Crema Limestone
13. Fasseto Pristine White
14. Elm Graphite Grey

* All Anoma shown on this page comes in various colors and sizes.
A. Rokakku Pristine White
B. Raza Graphite Grey
PATTERNS
These bold, geometric tiles bring patchwork patterns to life with vibrant, primary colors and rich designs that resemble those of Mediterranean style - a style you can achieve with these tiles even from halfway across the globe.

Mix and match tiles to create the ultimate finish, or use these embellished pieces in backsplashes, wall features, or as kitchen flooring to give that “WOW” factor.
A. 8”x 8” Random Color Patchwork
B. 8”x 8” Grey Patchwork
A. 8" x 8" Capri Tile  B. Carrara Countertop  C. White Lantern Mosaic
A. Serville Tile  
B. HD54023 Tile  
C. Aruba Tile  
D. White Ceramic Subway Tiles
Our fabrication team specializes in creating exclusive pieces customized to fit your individual style. With state of the art technology, we provide limitless design options created with quality and engineered with passion for you. Our expertise is waiting to bring your ideas to life in stone.
A. Afyon White Classic Tiles & Fabricated Stairs
B. Bolt Brushed Tiles & Radius Boarder
A. Grano® Honed Countertop

B. Thassos Polished Countertop
A. Azura® Polished Slabs  B. Azura® Natural Sink  C. White Mist & Deep Blue® Zen Mosaic
A. Deep Blue® and Thassos Tiles
B. Calacatta Countertop
Decorating a home or space is a work in progress. Our interior line was created to help reflect pieces of you in your space, and allow your style to connect with you.

Marmiro Stones® natural stone products have been carefully crafted for over 50 years.

An elite look at a modest expense. Our Chic Line grabs inspiration from casual, understated styles that are updated and modern.

Our Boutique Line helps bring out the elegant, fun or dramatic style you’re looking for.
Transform your space into a fabulous runway. Our new Reflective Line incorporates mirrored tiles and the gleam of metal accessories for an unexpected dose of glam.

These bold, geometric tiles bring patchwork patterns to life with vibrant, primary colors and rich designs that resemble those of Mediterranean style.

Celebrate nature’s true forms and take inspiration from the elements around you. With custom crafted designs, Anoma creates its refined natural stone products from India for the global elite.

Our fabrication team specializes in creating exclusive pieces customized to fit your individual style.
GET CREATIVE
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* BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

FOR IDEAS, INSPIRATION, AND PROJECTS, FOLLOW US ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA

FOLLOW US

@marmirostones